SCC/PFFOW notes 10/1/2020

Sarah Kelly, John Kelly, Michael Sorensen, Laurie Shea, Liz Gleason, Stacie Lawrence, Katherine Kennedy, Cherie Farnes, Nidia Pollock, Marcia Archer, Dallas Thornley, Ann Bills, Pankaj Tiwari, Felipe Rosales, Fernando Puga

• Video on SCC and what they do.
• Mr. Kelly reviewed Land Trust Funds
• Discussion on new SCC positions open
• Nominations and confirm
  o SCC Chair – Cherie Farnes
  o Secretary- Ann Bills
• Explanation of IB status
• Mr. Sorensen reviewed School Positive Behavior Plan
• Sarah reviewed PFFOW. Nidia Pollock volunteers to be President.
• Sarah Kelly Cries